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ABSTRACT 
After a brief review of the color hypothesis and the aotlve-

tlons for Its Introduction, we discuss the experimental tests, f* 
assume colored states have not bean produced at present energies and 
we discuss only experimental teste which apply below the color threshold, 
when color Is s "hidden symmetry." Some of these testa offer the 
possibility of distinguishing between quark models with fractional 
and Integral quark charges. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years most theorists concerned with the quark 

hypothesis have become increasingly convinced that it is necesoary 
to endow the quarks with a new property known as color. Color has 
had little impact on experimental physics and experimentalists seem 
to be more skeptical of the idea than most of their theoretical 
colleagues. This skepticism is natural and well founded for at 
least two reasons. The first reason is historical: color is 
introduced as a conceptual "fudge factor" which seems to save the 
quark hypothesis by complicating it. If it turns out that quarks are 
the aether of hadronic physics, then color is the aether drag 
hypothesis. The second reason is related to an essential property 
of color SU{3)' It is a hidden symmetry, hidden either forever or 
until very hij:h (unspecified) energies are attained. This limits 
the variety of experimental consequences which can test the validity 
of the color liyrothesis. 
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At the sane tine it is clear that we auat take the color 

hypothesis seriously and pursue the experimental and theoretical 
consequences as far aa we can. Color ia not juat an artificial 
"fudge factor" but provides a very elegant beela for quark dyneedee. 
Ifcre importantly it aaaaa to be a neceeeery ingredient of tha ?wri 
model, which describee a great range of data fraa low energy spectro
scopy to high energy dynaalca. Teata of the color hypothesis are 
therefore a crucial component of tha effort to evaluate tha validity 
of the quark model. 

The "hidden" nature of color poaee a challenge to theory ana 
experiment. The experimental challenge ia to perrons the aeall rnMaXr 
of experiments which teat tha color idea; alasat all Involve 
formidable technical difficulties. The challenge to theorists ia to 
enlarge the list of experimental consequences which can clearly teat 
the color idea. 

In this talk I will sketch two versions of the color hypo
thesis, briefly review the motivation for the introduction of color, 
and then go through the short. Hat of consequences which can be 
tested experimentally. I will concentrate on the energy domain in 
which color is a hidden symmetry; if color degrees of freedom are 
ever actually excited there will be many directly observable 
consequences, 

II, TWO VERSIONS OF THE COLOR HYFOTHESIS 
The two versions of the color hyjwtheslF under ctlecuSEirn 

each require n set of nine quarks Jp R, i^. J^, n^, r.^, n^. »j.. >,,. >y 

where it, B, t denote the primary colore red, 6Me, and yell's 
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There i» a color SU(3) which affects rotations in the R, B, Y space 
Just as ordinary S0(3) affects rotations in the p, n, A space. In 
both versions, the familiar hadrons of "every day life" are a3suaed to 
ha singlets of color SU(3). For Instance, a pion which is the original 
aodal is | IT ) - |p£) become* in the color models 

•**> ' ̂ foft * »ft * ¥r> (i) 

Ordinary hmdrona are therefore colorless "white" blends of the three 
colors; it is in this sense that color SU(3) is a hidden symmetry. 

Bit versions differ in the electromagnetic charges assigned 
to the quarks, which are exhibited in the electromagnetic currant. 

1 2 In the version with fractional charges, ' it is 

i*R,B,i v ' 

(2) 
J, "(8,1) . 

The subscript (8,1) denotes the fact that this current is an octet of 
ordinary SU(3) and a singlet of color SU(3). So j f r * c t l o n a l

 o t l m o t 
e.m. 

transform awhite (color singlet) state into a colored (nonsinglet) 
state. 

In the second version the quarks have integral charge:' 
two are positive, two are negative, and five are neutral. The current 
is 



With a Judicious application of the oatnemttcal U 

x • jr - y • x « ) 

this can be written as 

jintnr.1 . ^ ^ . ^ ^ 

^fractional _ j (*) 

where 

J ( l , 6 ) 
>»,n.» * * <J"P»n,. 

If we begin with j ^ o i . l o n a l . j ^ tattrel>1<t p _ T > 

n ** B, X — R than •» obtain the new piece J . , . . . which la 

therefore a singlet of ordinary SU(3) and an octet of color SIX 3). 

Becaua. of this «m piece, J 1 , " ^ 1 can t r n f M . a w « U 

state ir.to a colored state . When the threshbold for the production 

of colored ststes i s reached, then according :o parton and light-eoM 

ideas J / 1 «) should cause o (e e" •• hsdrons) to lncresse by » 

factor of two and for lsosca'.ar targets the electromagnetic 1«ep-

lnelastic structure functions \*, and I , should Increase by 

nearly o factor of two ( i . e . , by 9/5 if we negieit * quarks). 

Since no such dramatic Increase is observed in the ieep-lnelssi ie 

union scattering experiment at FNAL, i t meats to aw unlikely 

that J/, g) I s the agent of any of the friser.'. ?oero>tleti In « * 

annlhilotit.n. 
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Coneequently In this talk I will concentrate on the problem 

of experimentally Investigating color when we are below the color 
threshhold. In thl« regime, J/-, a) cannot contribute to processes 
involving a single electromagnetic current (such as e e~ annihilation 
and •leetroproduotlon In the lowest order of Q.E.D.) and the two 
versions of color are indlatlngulshable froa one another (though in 
certain processes they may be distinguished from models with no 
color—see Section IV). However, there are a few processes, involving 
two electromagnetic currents, which offer the possibility of dis
tinguishing between the two versions of the color hypothesis even 
though we are below the threshhold for the production of color. 
These are among the experimental processes discussed In Section IV. 

III. 1CIIVATI0H 
Now I want to review very briefly (and unhietorieally) the 

principal motivations for the introduction of color. At the same tine 
I would like to convince you that color is not Just an ugly complica
tion without redeeming features but that it provides an elegant and 
natural possible setting for quark dynamics. 

A. The Statistics Problem 
Within months of the original quark proposal by Gell-Uann 

and Zweig, Greenberg observed that the classification of the 8 and 
10 of baryons (the 56 of SU(6)) as s-wave bound states of three 
quarks requires the introduction of a new threefold degree of 
freedom (which he called parastatistlcs of order three and which for 
our purpose is essentially the three color model with fractional 
charges). The point is that three quarks in the 56 representation 
of SU(6) are symmetric under interchange of spin, spatial, and 
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ordinary SU(3) degrees of freedoa, Thla violates the Farad 
statistics required of spin j quarkn. For lnstar.ee, consider the 
quark model aeeignaant of the ^*,«> 2 with 1 » S • *|.' 
ra*»3/2^ * P >P >P V *•'• the arrows denote the spin 
polarization a ( • *|. Qreenberf'a Idea la baaed on the fro* tbtoT-
etlcal faot that the singlet configuration of three eaetsu 
of an SU(3) triplet Is the totally antlayaaatrlc coafcinaUue, Thue 
If we endow quarks with a color SU(3) degree of freedoB and require 
that i t ,,/g be In a einglet of color SU(3). then 

|A.*-3/2> • ^ |44 '4 * 444 * 444 

-4.M-M4-44-4> <7> 
and the statistics problea la automatically resolved. 

B. the Lifetime of the Neutral Pion 
Thla subsection also begins with a problea: Sutherland 

and Veltman showed using current algebra and PCAC that In '.he Halt 
of zero pion mass, n° •» YY 1» forbidden. Taking the corrections 
to FCAC in the amplitude to be -0(inB

2/l GeV^.thia implies that for 
the real pion r(n° •• Y Y ) ahould be -(•*/! Q« v)* - 10" 3 tJa« 
smaller than we would naively eatlaaite snd than i-. ic actual 1;-
measured to be. Adler, Bell, and Jackie" later showed that 
this argument omitted a contribution ("the enoaalv") due to 
the basic triangle diagram, and that this contribution allow* 
"° * YY W proceed In the sero pion mass Holt. This technical 
argument acquired great significance when Adler and nardeen showed 

http://lnstar.ee


that in the FCAC limit, the simple triangle diagram is the only one 
which contributes to any finite order in renoraaalizable perturbation 
theory. Thua within the PCAC approximation (for which there is now 
considerable evidence from many sources) n° + yy becomes a unique 
process, tine* the rate can be calculated in lowest order perturbation 
theory despite the higher order strong interaction corrections which 
would ordinarily make nonsense of a lowest order calculation. 

When Adlcr's result Is used in the quark model without color 
the result is 

" » ° * n ) n o color = ° - 8 1 e V • <«> 
g 

lhe experimental average is 

1 , ( 1 , 0 * "^experiment - 7.8 • 0.9 eV . (9) 

Including three colors, the prediction is increased by three in the 
amplitude or nine in the rate, to 

" » ° " - ™ ) c o l o r • 7.3 eV . (10) 

Of all the motivations discussed here, this is the only one 
which tells us that the number of colors must be three. For instance, 
the statistics problem could be resolved by introducing any color 
SU(n) with n > 3. The problems of scaling and the unobservability 
of quarks which are discussed below only require n > 2. 

I want to emphasize' that it is the absence of strong inter
action radiative corrections established to any finite order in 
perturbul.ion theory which distinguishes this result from the-
multltuilu of other quark and partem model results and which makes it 
espet'.a! ly worthy of our attention. 



This and the following subsection on the unobaarvaellity of 
quarks involve motivation! for introducing color which arc l M t 
direct than the preceding consideration* of the statistic* protlra 
and TI° •» Y Y . They are, bowavtr, Important consideration* to 
theorists trying to understand the querk-parton pwssl* and they arc 
also essential for appreciating why color amy be an especially 
elegant basis for quark dynamics. 

The quark-parton model provides a simple. Intuitive 
"explanation" of the scaling observed in deep-inelastio scattering 
of electrons, muons, and neutrinos froa nuolesn targets. But a* an 
"explanation" ths aodel raises question* which are wore profound tkan 
the ones it answers: how can the constituents of hadrona, strongly 
interacting entities, behave as if they are free of strong binding 
forces? It turns out that thla question has a simple answer in a 
class of field theoretical models, called "asymptotically free" 

q theories, in which the strength of the interaction depends on the 
relevant scale of distance. When the distance scale is big (*» 
consider that -1 fn>. is "big") the interact ion Is strong but for the 
short (i.e., lightlike) distances which characterize deep inelastic 
scattering the interaction becomes weaker so that the parton model 
is approximately valid. 

It was first shown that theories with h -clor oyem-'rf are 
asymptotically free and, later, that they are the only ouch then-let." 
More precisely it was shown that nonabellan gauge theories containing 
masEless vector meson "gluono" are '.he only acyn.j •.cUcully l'ree 
theories. The nonabellan symaetry of this theory cannot bt> ancocleted 
with ordinary CU(.I) which has no long range aasslecs vector nations 
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aasoclated with It. Tbua we autt sesuae a new, hidden syaaetry and in 
view of the preceding subsections color SV(J) is a natural choice. 

In the version or the color hypothesis with integral quark 
charges, the color syaaetry is broken by the tens J,, .» In the 
alectroaagnetlc currant, while with fractional charges the syaaetry 
is exaot. Presuaably this sains that there are electroaagnetlc 
corrections to aayaptotlc freedoa In the Integral charge aodel. 
However, these oorreetlons could probably not be disentangled froa 
high order electroaagnetlc effects which will produce scaling 
violations regardless of the underlying strong Interaction theory. 
Therefore I doubt that atyaptotlc freedoa alone provides a aotlvatlon 
for preferring the eolor aodel with fractional quark charges. 

D. Unobasrvablllty of Quarks 
The failure to observe the quark constituents Is of course 

the central paradox. It Is this paradox which suggests the analogy 
with the unobserved aether of the last century. Like the aether, 
quarks aay slaply aark the place where we have lost the trail. 
However, It la also possible that the quark Idea Is useful end valid 
even though single 300 MeV quarks do not exist. Two possibilities 
which have been proposed are (1) that free quarkc aay exist though 
with aasses auch greater than 1 OeV or (2) that quarks are peraanently 
confined within hadrons. The color hypothetic provides a natural 
dynaalcal setting for these ispeculatlofus. 

The possibility that quarks nay be ex-.reaely sassive as a 
consequence of color dynanice was suggested by tlaatm very soon after 
the first foraulatioriE of the color hypothesis."' Ntuebu speculated 
that if the color interaction Is very strong and \:: Mediated by an 
octet of colored gluons (gauge vector aeeone) then <=olor nonalnglet 
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atatts and, in particular, quarka aould acquirt vary large **••«, 

say » 1 ueV, as n raault of the large self-fiwrgy in "Ja itltni 

field. Ordinary hadrona, being color ainglets, would preiueably 

not acquire large aaeeec by thlf aecnaniea. Thia apeculation he* 

bean verified in the aewdclaaelcal approxiaation to a quantus fiM* 

theory 3 but the effect of quantua fluctuation* haa not keen eiplorwd. 

Kaafcu'e apeculation la eaally llluatrated If we laagin* an 

SU(2) world, in which the quarka are iaodoubleta of ordinary S0(2) 

and color SU(2). We auppoaa quarka Interact peir-wiae according to 

a color vector potential and that they have a my large aaae 

H » 1 CeV. Then the aaea of a coBpoalt* ayitea of n quart* !• 

given by the aua of the quark aaaee* plue the energy of the palr-

wi«t color interaction*: 

n 

CPi 
1« 

(11) 

where I i t i very large energy to be apeclfied In a riuaiiu. Mow w* 

my write 

L V-j ' L. vV2-V 
i73*i iT3»i w m 

i-V 
i«i 

• KT • l ) o>> 1.7 1 (13) 
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where I l i t l w total color leoepln of tha ccaanalte ayatea. 

Subetituting (12) Into (11) give. 

I - m* T(T • l * (13) 

where 

a * K - | f . ( U ) 

•a ohooea M end • to be »ary large, M,» » 1 O V , But 
• < M - | « to be of the ordar of a few buudrad 1»»V. Than for color 
leoelnglata (i.e., "ordinary aadrcoe*) E la of tha ordar -1 GeV, 
but querke and other color nonsinflat etatee art auch heavier. The 
epectroaconr of the ordinary haarone it aa if quarka had tha light 
effective s a w a e«ta though a single quark haa tha auch Urgar 
aa«« U. Of eoursa thla la agent only ee a aiapia Uluatratlon of 
Macau'a ldaa. Tha actual dynaalca would b« aueh aora complicated, 

•ban Naabu'a epeculatlon la lapleaanted in a aaalelaaaleal 
flald theorjr3 tha colorad vaetor gluone ara given a vary larga aaaa 
lika tha otbar colorad etatee. For technical reaaona thla probably 
••ana that Naabu'a aacbaniaa is Incompatible with asymptotic 
fraadoa. * If we aceapt thla explanation of the abaence of free, 
light quarka, we auat atill face the problea of underetanding the 
deep tnalaatlc scaling phanoaana. 

Tha dynaaica of asyaptoUc fraadoa also lende Itself vary 
naturally to a apaculation about tha unobaarvability of single 
quarka, Juet at tha atrength of the Interaction decreases at 
•aall distances, it lncreaaee at large distances. Tonally at least 
it aeeaa that the energy required to separate a single quark from 
ita parent hadron becoaet singular in the large aistanc* limit. 
Thus quarka {and also the Baseless color vector gluons) night be 
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ptraanantly confined to the inltrtor of tMrade woui atataa. 

Sohwlnger chowed aaveral yearn <u*o that tin ferclona In Q.E.D. tn 

CM apace dlaenelon art confined In this aaeaa. hat It U not Baa** 

whether the phanoaenon actually oceura In tka tewae, i l taj l ipal |awfe 

theorfee which ere of lntereet hart. If thla la tka way tka n r U 

la oonetructed, than quark tat fluon flelde will to awafwl an* 

experlaantally aaanlnfful concept* <e.«.. In deaf) laalaatle afcMamaa) 

awen though quarka and gluana do not eklat aa elnfle partial* ataWe, 
vr. tawutmm. nsm 

In thla aaetloo I a l l ! preaent tha ahort ll«t of expwrlaeavu 

taata of tha color hypotbeele which ara knoan to aa. all ara taata 

which apply halo* the threebold for the production of eolec naaalatlet 

atataa. kbit do not dlatlnfuiah batman tht fractional and Integral 

charge veraloo* of the color hypotbeal*. However, tn waheictlcx D 

and E I dlaeuaa experimental taata which can dlatlafulah tatweea tk* 

•odala with fractional and lntagral quark ohnrgaa. 

It la laportant to map In alal that thaaa pradlatlona depend 

not only on tha color hypothaala hut alao on certain hypotheaee about 

quark-hadron drnaBlci. Tha lattar hypothaaaa arc not Identical for 

all the pradlctiona conaidarad. For tnatanca, tha prediction* for 

«(a*e" •» y *hadrona) In Section A and for <Krr * hadrona) In I 

dapand on tha parton aodel/llght-conc al(abra nypotheale. Tht 

prediction for o(pp - u*ti" * • • •) dtacuaitd in Section C depend* on 

an extenaion or parton nodal ideal which Is sort speculative than tha 

appllciiUon of parton Ideu in S*I".1OM A and £ (for Inetance, thla 

prediction cannot be obtained from the llgM-ccne elfebr*;. The 

predictions of Section 0, which taut '.he Adler anoenly, do not require 
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the validity of the parton model at all: they are valid to any finite 
order In any renoraallisable field theory. However, they do require 
extended application of the PCAC hypothesis. 

Therefore if one cf theee predictions is verified, it tenda to 
confirn both the color hypothesis and the additional dynamical 
assumption* which were introduced. If a prediction fails, the Inter
pretation of the failure will depend on how it has failed and perhaps 
also on the outcome of other related testa. For exaaple, if the 
scaling law discussed in Section C for a(pp •» u*u~ • •••) is not 
verified, it will be evidence against the application of the parton 
aodel to this process bu« it will not be evidence against the color 
hypothesis. But if the scaling law is veri^d and the magnitude of 
the croas section agrees with toe prediction of the colorless quark 
parton aodel, than the result should be counted against the validity 
of the color hypothesis. 

A. Electron-Positron Annihilation 
According to the hypothesis of scale invariance at short 

distances, the ratio R{s) * o(e%" •* y* hadrons)/»(e*e" •* Y * W*iT) 
should approach a constant, R(s) •» R, for sufficiently large values 
of s. In the quark-parton model without color, the constant is 
R - ( | ) 2 • ( J ) 2 • ( i ) 2 ' | ; in the model with color SU(3), 

2 18 
It is R » S-3 • 2. The experimental data shows that from 
s « 6 Oe\r to s s 12 Ge1T R(s) is indeed constant within the 
-101 systematic errors: this evidence for scaling is at least as good 
as th<-first evidence for scaling in deep-Inelastic'electron scattering, 

2 which covered a similar range in Q . 
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Within this r«nge of s the average value of H is 2.45. 

Considering the point-lo-pclr.t system tic errors of -10* plus the 10f 
uncertainty In the overall nonealiiatlon (which is not included In 
the error estimtes usually displayed with the data), the eiperiatnUl 
result is In reasonable agreement with the prediction of the color 
SU(.l) hypothesis. Furthermore asymptotic freedca predicts that !t(s) 
should approach its asymptotic value slowly (corrections are like 
-1/ln s) and from above; 9 the 1/ln e corrections are eipected to 
be of the order of -10% to -25* in this range of a. 2 0 

The emergence of new phenoaena for s f 12 Ge\r prevents 
us from testing the asymptotic freedom prediction of a 1/ln s 
approach to the asymptotic value of R. However, the new pnenoaena 
do offer a second possible testing ground for both the color hypothesis 
and asymptotic freedom. If we can describe the new hedronic 
spectroscopy In terse of new quarks and If the contribution of the new 
hadrone to the cross section can be disentangled froa new nonhadronlc 
degrees of freedom which nay also be present, then we can again cheek 
whether the new quarks come in three colors, tod if we are given a 
long enough respite before more new thresholds in e occur, we will 
also be able to determine whether the approach to scaling is 
logarithmic. 

Although more conjectural, it is also possible that the 
dynamics of tht new hadrons may provide insight into color and 
asymptotic freedom. According tc the eharaonium aodel, the large 
mass .scale of the new hadrons means thut their decays are character-
isaidtby short distances and small effective coupling constants, This 
idea implies a variety of qualitative, semiquantitative and perhaps 
(If we are optimistic enough) quantitative teats. For Instance, of 
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th* three predicted p-wave excitations of *( 3.1), the scalar and 
tensor would decay into hadrons via two color vector gluons but the 
pMUdovector state would have to decay via four vector gluons 
(?ang'» theorem) and would consequently have a much smaller hadronic 

22 
width than lit two partners. 
B. Violation* of Scaling In Deep-Inelastic Scattering 

Careful measurement of the deep-Inelastic lepton-nucleon 
structure functions can in principal provide a test of asymptotic 

2 frsedoa and therefore, indirectly, of the color hypothesis. For Q 
and V large enough so that perturbation theory in the effective 
coupling constant Is valid, the theory predicts logarithmic violations 
of Bjorken scaling. The most rigorous predictions are for the moments 
of the structure functions: for instance, for the proton-neutron 
difference In electroproduction the result I s " 

(15) 
where 

I n 
An • Mi-Hnrnr^Xj (16) 

Mere X = Q'VZItv I" the scaling variable, C is an undetermined v n 
constant, M Is a constant found experimentally to be -0(1 OeV 2), 
and A is a constant which is determined by the color gauge group. 
For color SU(3), A = 2/27. Data from .".LAC are compatible with the 
predicted logarithmic violations and with the value of A predicted 
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by color SU(3), though the uncertainties are too great and the 
isinematical domain too reetrigted to be conclusive. 

The equations for the moaenti, such as (19), can be inverted 
to give a qualitative—and perhaps even a quantitative—picture of now 

2 
the structure functions change with Increasing Q . Ualng poaitlvlty 
and the dimension of the atreaa tenior it lo known that for lnter-

25 acting field theories X, * 0 and A _ > X . This implies that « n+J n 2 in a plot of \*2 versus x, as Q increases the area under vW, 

remains constant while \*? becomes more sharply pasJced in the swell 
x region. The most recent data from the FNAL nuori experiment 
does show this pattern of scaling violations. 

With an additional dynaxtical assumption the equations for the 
moments can be inverted and solved for the stricture functions. 

2 
The structure functions at all Q are then predicted from their 
values at some initial Q = Q_ (and by their value at one other 
(x,0 ) point to determine the parameter u ) . The results of such 
analyses are again compatible with the SLAC data and with the recent 
fNAL data. However, It has been argued that the data is also consis
tent with a phenomenological treatment of nonasymptotieally free 

2/ theories with anomalous dimensions. Enormously larger valueo of 
would be necessary to distinguish between these two possibilities. 

C. Production of Massive Muon Pairs in Hadronlc Collisions 
27 Drell and Yan have argued that the parton model nay be 

applied to the process 

a2 

prc'.cr. • Drc'.on 
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provided that the variables 

» ' < V o t * 1 * "proton / « " 0 2 ' ( \ t p u f 

satisfy ths constraint 

s » Q 2 » l Oev2 (1?) 

with Q 2/s finite. In this kineatatical region they argue that the 
lapulse approximation la valid and that tha doalnant process la the 
annihilation of a parton froai one proton with an antlparton froa the 
othar proton. In the scaling Halt In a parton aodcl without eolcr 
their expression for the inclusive auon pair croea section is 

#•*/.'•*{***-*) 
* I *i2 F2i^> y«2> w 

where Sj Is the charge of parton 1 and 7*f 2 1(x.) or 

r ' (Xi) «r« the probabil* *ea to find the i'th parton or apti-
*j 21 J — 
parton with a fraction %. of the longitudinal noaantua of proton j 

(In a reference fraae in whlcfc the protons are sawing very rapidly, 

with traientus) P » The F ĵ<x) may be extracted froai electron. 

•uon, n:.\ neutrino deep-inelastic scattering datn. 

The first experimental test of (18) is to check the scaling 

law: do/dQ' .ihould be proporUor.il to Q timet; u function of the 

scaling variable Q / s , If the coaling law in verified, we may assure 

that the parton-ai.tiparton annihilation mechanism is dominant and we 

http://proporUor.il
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mey proceed to study (IS) quantitatively. It is *l this point that 
we can test the color hypothesis. If the qua«-<c-partcns sole in n 
colors, then an additional factor of 1/n appear* on the right aide 
of (18) to account for the diainlshed probability that a parton of a 
given colov in one nucleon will find its antipartem color-Bate in the 

28 other nuclaon. Haports rrom a recent FKAL neutron scattering 
experiment appear to be consistent with (18). However, the normalisa
tion of the observed cross section is uncertain to a factor of two 
or three and « systematic study of the sealing law hat not yet been 
performed. 

P. Further Teeta of the China Anosmly 
As discussed in the prevloua tectlon the low energy theorem 

for w° •» YY provided one of the principal motivation! for the Intro
duction of color and was the only Motivation requiring that the color 
group be S C O ) . Thl» is a considerable theoretical weight to reat 
on -'lie experismntal rnaber. Furthermore aeveral authors have 
suggested that the PCAC extrapolation from aero plan nait to the 
mass shell aojf account for the missing factor of three in the ampli
tude and that there is no need i.o introduce color to explain the 
decay rate. It is therefore lsportent to find cher taste of the 
physics which underlies the low energy theorem and of the strong PCAC 
assumption that the correctionc die to the mass shell extrapolation 
are small. 

TO Fortunately there Is a large family of related anowallee, 

corresponding to triangles, borne and pentagons,which {Ives rise to 

low energy theorems which are B'.TV free of strong interaction 

rodistlve corrections. For ln::i «:><•*• the part of the Kl, decay 
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amplitude (K + imiv) which proceeds through the weak vector ourrent 
is controlled by such a low energy theorem. A comparison with experi
ment indicates agreement with the anomaly, strong PCAC (which here 
includes an extrapolation to zero K taass), and color SU(3), though 

31 the uncertainties are quite large. I have recently considered the 
+ - 32 low energy Theorems for r\ •* YY "&* 1 * m Y and find that the 

experlnental results are again consistent with the anomaly, strong 
PCAC and color S0(3) provided that the n has t small, negative 
singlet-octet mixing angle as in the quadratic mass formula. These 
results ure of additional interest because they may enable us to 
distinguish between the two versions of the color hypothesis even 
though we are below the threshold for the production of oolor. 

Consider first the reason that ir° •• yy does not distinguish 
the two kinds of color. In the model with fractional charges, the 
amplitude is V | ( J g i)) |o) where |o) denotes the vacuum and 
Ji, ,, was defined in Section II. With integral charges, the ampli
tude is ^ 1 | 0|( J(8 i) - J ( ! 8 ) ) |o/ and the difference between the 
two models is given by <>°|- J < 8 > 1 ) J ( 1 > 8 ) - \ l l 8 f ( 8 ) l ) * ^ g ^ 0 ) ' 
Now n° is a member of (8,1) (the 8 of ordinary SU(3) and the 1 of 
color SU(3)) but (8,1) x (1,8) = (8,8) has no projection Into the 
1 of color SU(3) and (1,8) x (1,8) * (1,1) + (1,8) + ••• has no 
projection into the 8 of ordinary SU(3). Therefore the difference 
term vanishes and the amplitude is the same in both models. 

However, now suppose that we consider the YY decoy of an 
SU(3) singlet pseudoscalar meson. Then, as was first observed by 

33 
Okubo, the amplitude in the integral charge model would be 



•SO" 

* *<U,i)|CJ(gf„>J|o> 
mi 

which It exactly twice the aaplltuat obtained In the factional eftawf* 

•odel. (This ia becauae (8,1) « («,1) and (1,8) » Cl.O Hew 

equal projections into (1,1).) 

tan for esall aixiag angle* (e.g. , • • -11 s ), Uw 

analysis 3 2 of n -• YY and n * »*Y Indicate* that taw singlet 

coaponent of n i s responsible for about half of tM observed r»i». 

That la, for a pure octet we have r(n g * YY) * 160 ** but with • 

nixing angle of B • -11° the result is nearly 300 **. t>« K«l 

recent experimental value3* la 324 x 46 eV. 

Since the singlet coaponent Bake* a substantial contrtcutta* 

to n + YY, w« nay hope to use the n decays to distinguish betwevs 

the two versions of color. In the analysis It is crucial to collide* 

simultaneously the low energy theoreaa Tor n » YY and n « »*Y In 

order to resolve the uncertainties due to our ignorance of th* ."It J) 

ainglet PCAC constant (the analogue of T% = 9J *V) and the siting 

angle. The results of this analyst* are soapatlble with o !«*•*; KtC 

and color SU(3). The fractional charge version ef the coloi? h*pJ-

thesis Is preferred, though the differences between th* t'fntile',1 T# 

of the two color modela are too siaall and th* unaertalMifi ar* *,«> 

great for this to be deciaive. 

In order to clearly distinguish between th* two jeior 

n»de„8, it is neoeasiiry to consider a further st§i> into ",h« vBvier-

tainties of large seise PCAC extrapolations and to consider lh« U* 
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energy theorems for n' * YY and n' -• wirf. Since the n' Is 
taken to be dominantly in an SU(3) singlet, It Is most sensitive to 
the differences between the two color models. Making use of the 
constraints obtained in the study of n •* YY and n •*• TOY, ve find 
that for any value of the mixing angle in the interval 0 < -8 < 17°, 
the ratiJ of n' decays is 

7.1 > rtn'-wVv) > 2 . 7 ± 0 . 5 
r(n * YY) 

for fra:v,ional charges and 

1 > 8 > %'/$> > 0 

for Integral charges. The experimental situation Is confused with 
experimental values reported3 between 9.1 ± 2.2 and 1 7 + 3 (tho 
confusion is due to disagreement on the branching ratio for 
n' -» Ttiry). The fractional charge model is much nearer the range of 
experiaenlal values and Is compatible with the lowest reported value. 

It is necessary to emphasize the uncertainties in this 
analysis: n' pole dominance may or may not be valid in these ampli
tudes and PCAC for the SD(3) singlet axial current involves theoretical 
problems'^ which are not understood. Since theoretical Ignorance 
In these areas is nearly perfect, my attitude Is by necessity purely 
phenomenological. To go farther we need experimental measurements 
of the rates r(n' * Y Y ) and r(n' * IT »T"Y), toseeif these rates 
and their ratio are compatible with the low energy theorems. Thesf 
rates and the total width of the n 1 are presently not known. 
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The present beuniJs *?» 

based primarily on strong )n',,erocti<t> babble charter efperiisen'*, 

Prinekoff photoproducflon at *NAL and SfS energies and profaH™ fy 

the two photon process In e storage ring* arw alio allenMtlvwe 

which ahould be considered. 

There are also low -mergy theoreas for the T*»» *r.d 

nr**" aaplitude6J "^ which Wet the theory of ohlral wcejitiles e«d 

color SU(3), though like n -• v̂ r they do not dletingMiab between 

the two color models. These aaplitudes could be studied In * e* 

colliding besae. In order to niniaise the extrapolation to the la» 

energy point (where all ooosntua Invariants finish, p,-p, • 0? 15 

is Important to make the aeasureaent as near the threshold, a • <*£_', 

as possible. If for instance a asasurewant could be Bade at 

8 * 16n , then the extrapolation to s » 0 would be aoMfaratle to 

the extrapolations required in the K and n decays dis3u.«»e3 

above. 

The Yirmr amplitude enn probably be studied wore f»»?r»My 

by using a pion beam to produce a liplun in the Couloab field cf 

a heavy nucleus, that la, the Prlaokoff effect. This has a eUnr 

advantage over e e" + Y * """ since In the friaaltoff process Hie 

photon mass is very nearly sero. To niniaise the :ther rrewi'.'a 

invariants und the effect of the rhu aeeor. tall, •'§ rseMureswnt 

should be perfornod no close to the 31: ion '.hreslieU, - - <%', 

as possible. In order to uchleve n snail phe'.tr. c?sa <*r<d i ff-?a 

nounced Prliraikt.fr peak, the experiment »(.ull beet ie psiforwil *t 

FI1AL or SPS energies. \n nl'.emitlvd Bethoil wf.l-h .'.as b<>*n otuiHeJ 

http://Prliraikt.fr
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recently is pion-electron scattering, again at very high energies. 
This method has the advantage that it lacks a strong interaction 
background. 

Hie low energy theorem for the two photon decay of the 
scalar resonance, e •* YY> «lso provides a test of the color hypo
thesis. With the usual assignment of the e to an S0(3) singlet, 
this decay is also sensitive to the difference between fractional 
and integral charge color models. The result is 

T(e * YY) " 0-2 R 2 keV (20) 
where R * 2 for the color model with fractional charge's and R « 4 
with integral charges. This low energy theorem is not free of 
radiative corrections in perturbation theory. Rather its validity 
depends on the same assumptions about short distance behavior which 
are implicit in the parton model and the light cone algebra. The 
measurement of e + yy could be performed using the two photon 
process in e" storage rings or perhaps by Primakoff photoproduction. 

Preliminarj* indications based on a very few events 
are consistent with the rate predicted by the low energy theorem with 
color, though the uncertainties are too great to distinguish color 
models. Furthermore, equation (20) is based on a narrow-width 
pole dominance extrapolation from the lov; energy point; for quantita
tive comparisons it is important to do a more careful treatment of 
the extrapolation which takes account of the large width of the t. 
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E. Deep Inelastic Scattering Frew n Ph&ton Target 

Electron-positron storae,.- rings can be a r i to s'.wSy phntetv 

photon scattering by selecting events tn which the electron **4 feoeltnn 

do not inr.iMUtt.*3 Thl» cross itatlon 1» sa i ler tMa tM wwlAIU-

tion e«58 section by » factor a but when tM pbatcat are m r "-*• 

wis «hell the cross •cation le enhanced by • factor -(la * * , ) < 

This together with the etronf forward peeking of the rf event* mwm 

that i t should be possible to asaeure o(r» * hadroaa)), a«*e»lj la) 

the next generation of storage ring experiftinte. 

In the parton aodel (or, equivalent!*, using tM Ugftt see* 

algebra) the cron section for two highly virtual ptoteM la scetWr 

into hadrona i» given by the eul ly computed dlegMkt for tM tew 

** Tki* 

E ej* where the ej ire t M 
photons to annihilate and create a querk-antlquark pair.' 
cross section contains a factor 
quark charges, allowing us in principle to distinguish between tM 
following possibilities: 

(tf-OMtf No Color 

12 
T 

4 

Color-Fractional thargas 

Color-In'.oerBl "burgee 
(below color v.rtPheld) 

Color-Integral ".hirges 
(ebov* o<iIT U.resnold ) 
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For the same group theoretical reasons discussed in connection with 
the n and n' decays In Section D, the scattering of two highly 
virtual photons allows us to distinguish between the two versions 
of the color hypothesis at energies below the color threshold. 
unfortunately this is of purely theoretical interest, since when both 
photons are very virtual the enhancement factors fin(E/B )| arc 
replaced by suppression factors due to the photon propagators and the 
cross section is far too snail to observe. 

However, E. P. wbrden has shown in a beautiful analysis* 
that it may be possible to measure 2. e. in processes in which 

i 1 

only one photon is virtual while the second is near its mass shell. 
fordaft obtains this result by using analyticity together with the 
light-cone parton model results of Kef. 44. 

The transverse structure function, W„, is controlled by the 
scattering of the virtual photon from the hadronic (vector dominated) 
components of the on-aaes-shell photon; therefore W_ is not sensitive 
to the presence of color. But the longitudinal structure function V, 
and a second structure function W. (which appears because the photons 
tend to be polarized) are dominated by parton-antiparton creation and 
are therefore proportional to 2. e, . The structure functions may 

i 1 

be separated experimentally by characteristic dependences on the 
photon polarizations, and in the case of W,, by a characteristic 
angular dependence. 

Since only one photon Is virtual, the possibility of observing 
this process is greatly improved. It would be interesting to explore 
the feasibility of measuring this process either at present high energy 
storage rings or in the next generation of storage rings with beam 
energies of -15 GeV. 
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V. CONCLUPINO ROMRKS 

Though i t has int I em established that COICT 1» nn i v d u l s l r 

neotssary element of the quart aodel, I t i s s very natural « 1 I M « , 

I f the color hypothesis i t shown to bs inconsistent with etfwrtamt. 

i t w i l l ref lect on the validity of the quark sodel I t se l f v»\l#»* 

alternative explanations of the probleas discussed In Seetlcft l i t easy 

be obtained. Present ezptrlasotal knowledge Is • insistent wit* tM 

color hypothesis but sore txperlatstal lnfonaUon should be fanft-

cooing as discussed in Section TV. Soas of the «xptriaa*t* dlsewsM 

in Section IV— e .g . , those Involving storage rlafs or eevp-DwIastl* 

scattering—will soon be perform! sine* they em part of large etr-

golnf experimental progress). Other experiments, eqeally wwnfcy af 

study, have not yet , to ay knowledge, free* Blase* on aft mmrlmmul 

program. In this category I have In Bind especially the rriaa>efr 

experiments discussed in Sectloo IV ehleb test the wkfdes watsrlylaa 

the low energy theorasi for w° •» vr. 
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